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The space-frequency distribution function for acoustic phonons is found for a semi-infinite solid and a
plate of arbitrary thickness with free boundaries. It is shown that this function has an oscillating
"tail" of the type (sin 2~)/2~, where ~ = wx/c (c is the characteristic sound velocity, x the distance
to the boundary) and, consequently, it very slowly approaches the value corresponding to an unbounded
medium.
1. INTRODUCTION

A

calculation of the function for the local density of
states of acoustic phonons in a half-space and in a plate,
to which the present work is devoted, is of significant
interest for two reasons. First, the actual value of this
function is necessary for the study of a whole series of
phenomena in the surface layer of the specimen, in particular, kinetic phenomena and processes of interaction
of the solid with external radiation or with a flux of particles incident on its surface. Second, the resolution of
this problem allows us to answer the question as to how
the density of states, which is practically independent of
the form of the boundary conditions, is formulated in
terms of the distance from the boundaries in a macroscopic specimen, where each atom oscillates completely
differently, depending on the specific dimensions and
the shape of the crystal. Here it is appropriate to recall
that in the calculation of the averaged spectral functions
of the sample as a whole, the spectrum of elementary
excitations and, in particular, the spectrum of phonons,
is approximated by cyclic boundary conditions. The
possibility of such an approximation is substantiated by
Ledermann's well known theorem on the density of
eigenvalues of a Hermitian matrix. [ l l However, the
content of this theorem in no way touches on the amplitude of oscillations of the individual atoms and, consequently, on the local density of states as a function of
their coordinates, which can differ considerably from
the average over the sample. It must also be emphasized that a boundary with a vacuum is a special case
of an extended defect in a crystal, [ 2 • 3 J and therefore
the study of the local density of states for this case can
give some idea of the spectral distribution of the oscillations in the vicinity of extended defects of more complicated form. Moreover, the method of [ 3 • 4 J, which we
shall use in the construction of the local spectral function, is precisely based on the exact solution of the
equation for the Green's phonon function of the Dyson
type (compare with [Sl) and the interpretation of the
boundaries as two-dimensional defects.
2. THE HALF-SPACE

The acoustic asymptote of the distribution function
Gik(r; w 2 ) of the distribution of the squares of the frequencies w2 of the oscillations of the matrix or of an
impurity atom of mass Mr, located at the point r of an

elasto-isotropic half-space x > 0 or plate 0 < x < d,
normalized over the entire phonon spectrum to oik (for
arbitrary r), has the form u
G"(r; w')

=

(2.1)

M,M-'g"(x; w'),

according to [ 4 l, Here

+

+

g"(x; w') = 'li"[li 0 g-'-(x; w')
(il" 6")g 11 (x; w')],
g_c(x; w') = g''''(x; w'), gu(x; ·w') = 1/ 2 [g"'' (x; w')
g''''(x; w')];
.,.,

2

g'' (x; w) = (2n) _, M lim Im
HtO

J~

.
D''''

(x, x;

+

f, w2 - ie) df'.

(2.2)
(2,3)

0

Here D1''k' (x, Xo; f, w) is the two-dimensional Fourier
transform of the dynamic Green's function of the corresponding system (see the Appendix), f the modulus of
the projection f II of the wave vector on the boundary
plane, w the square of the complex frequency, M the
mean mass per atom. The primed and unprimed superscripts denote the projections on the axes of two different cartesian coordinate systems; the planes y'z' and
yz, which are coincident with one another, also coincide
with one of the boundaries of the plate or with the single
boundary of the halfspace, and the axis x' = x- c is the
interior normal to this boundary; the axis is oriented
along the vector f 11 , the orientation of the y axis is
arbitrary. Summation is not carried out over repeated
indices in (2.2) and (2.3). The region of applicability of
expressions (2.1)-(2.3) is limited above in frequency by
the condition which, in particular, guarantees the mirror reflection of elastic waves from the boundary, viz.,
where w m is the upper limit of the phonon spectrum,
a 0 the interatomic distance, as the characteristic
thickness of the surface layer, within the limits of
which the lattice parameter and the matrix of force
constants reach values corresponding to an unbounded
system (usually as ~ (3-4)a0 ).
We first consider the half-space. Then, following
[ 3 J, we have (see the Appendix)
D''''(x,x;f,w) =Do"'' (O;f, uJ)-B''''(x,x;f,w),
x > 0, (2.4)
where
D!''' (0) = Uo- f'
2pwuy~

'

!)There are several technical misprints in [4 ] : one should have ~(x) =
1r 2 n 2 c,;/ d- 2 in (3.1 0), fd ~ I in (3.11) and
St(d) in place of Sz(d) in the last formula of (A. II).

'!z(l +sign x) in (2.9), w =
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B 1'" (x,x) = - (2pwu/' U_)-' [U +F"(x)- E(x)],
B'''' (x, x) = - (2pwuii•U_) - I [U+F 11 (x)- E (x)],
B'''' (x, x) = (2pc1'u,'l•) - I e1 (2x),

w'
Cz

and the following shorthand notation is used:
U+ = u,'

Ua..,,

w ,
u .. =/2 -22

ea(x) = exp(- u~' lxl),

'{, "'
uo=Ut uz,

~

Re u~

>

w
ua.=fZ--,,

{a,~}= {t, l},

0,

(2.6)

.

f, w) = P''''(x; f, w) + Q''''(x;

P''l' (x) = (2pc,'u, ) - I e;~) (2x),

P'''' (x) = B''''(x, x),

v.

.

hmu. (Cll'-ze.)=

j, w),

(2. 7)

P'''' (x) = (2pc,'u/') -• e~;) (2x),

= w 2 - iE, we find from the

1'1' (

')

g,

CJl

I'Z'

(J)

3'3'

{Cll 2 }=--{1+2r'l,), g,
3w.a

a')

a6,'

ro,'

a•

'

e~~ (x) = u,e.(x)- f'e,(x). (2.9)

CJl,'

~

3

dl.

41t2Ct3

ao '

-=--,-,
a,

-

M
p

'/,,

(2 .16)

a= t,l,

~ is the mean volume per atom. So far as the values
.,.,

2

rially simplified when account is taken of (2.6), (2.8),
(2.9), (2.14) and (2.16), and can be written in the form
,.,,

1/o

(x; ;J') =

l"t(J)

-

ro.' lfPo- r IV,' (rp,) 1-'

[(

q>o-

T1 ) exp{- 6l<!'•r)

- rp, exp(- 6}'rp, -1) ]'.

.nco-2
(x;ro)=-, }'rp,-11Vo'(cp.)l-'[(rp,-'f,)exp(-Wq>0 -1)
ro,

(2.11)

0

CJl~'

q."''(x;Cll')=

2.'1 1

0

q,

fl'q>-riV,(rp)I-'Im {V,'(q>) [( q>-~).

.

<0

X Re{ V,• (rp) [ ( qJ-·

,,,,

q,
2

q''''(x; w') = Lq;''' (x; w'),

(2.12)

J'ldql,

s --

(x;Cll')=-;_;;-;- )'1-q>IV,(rr)l-'·

2

The quantities q 1 1 (x, w ) are expressed in terms of
Qi'i' (x; f, w 2 - iE) by means of a formula similar to
(2.11), which is conveniently written in the form

(2.17)

· exp(- £l"qJ- r)- q>exp(- i£}'1- q>)

p'''' (x; w') = - (2rr) -'M lim Im JP'''' (x; /, w'- ie)df'.

'

~) exp(- is}'1- qJ)- rpexp(- s}'qJ- r) ''} drp,
(J)

'-·

(x;Cll')=-, Jl"r-qJV,-'(rp)Re
w. 0

[(

1)

rp-2

(2 .18)

p=O

where

q~'' (x;

) ~sins, ]
s•

- fPo exp(- ~l'fjlo- r) ]';

g;'•' (w') = (2rr) -'M lim Im J D,''" (0; j, w'- ie)dj',

.,.,

a6I'

I •

w2 ) = - (2nt'11I lim Im

E-+o

'
(2.15)

q~ 1 (x; w ) (2.12) are concerned, these are also mate-

2'2'

e-++o

(1 + - a•

St

=~-

0 <r<

q,

t-++0

6,

(J)

where

l.

where

a6,'

a61'

'

,.,, {
')
ro sin 6•
p
x;w = 00 • 3 ~,

Substituting (2.4) in (2.3), with account of (2.7), we
get

(2.14)

{Cll')=-,
w.a

• ' )- CJl [- ( 1 + - sin~+
'I •
a•-sin£.]
p1'1'( x,CJl
- r
--

•
')(J) [
sins,
.,
p ''''{ XCJl
----r•

In order to establish the validity of Eqs. (2.7)-(2.9), we
first consider the quantity B i'i' (2.5) and, with the help
of the identity U+= 2u0 f 2 + U_ (see (2.6)) we represent
the first term in the square brackets in the form of a
sum of two terms-respectively containing and not containing U_ in the denominator. We write the coefficient
uo for ez (2x) in the second of these by means of (2.6)
in the form uo = C 2 (u *- U _) and, by the same token, we
isolate another term not containing U_ in the denominator. Grouping terms of the same type, we obtain the
given expression for B 1111(x, x). The expression for
B 2' 21 (x, x), in accord with (2.5), is obtained from
B 1111 (x, x) by formal permutation of the subscripts

2

(I)

=
,(2+r"'), g,
3w.

(2.8)

and
ed;) (x) = u,e. (x)- j'e, (x),

u.{Cll') > 0,

If u.{Cll) < 0,

il"lu.(ro') I,

(see (2.6)) that only the following of the two values of
the function satisfies the condition Re u~ 2 > 0 in the
limiting case E - +0, where the square roots are taken
in the sense of their arithmetic values.
The integrals (2.11), with account of (2.5), (2.6),
(2.8), (2.9) and (2.14), are computed in elementary fashion (thanks to the Im sign, only the contributions to them
in the region (0, w:Ycf) are included), so that we have,
finally,

Q'' 1'(x) = - (pwU_) - 1u,'l• [e 1~ 1 \x) ]',
Q''''(x) = 0,

(2.13)

= 0.

... ] u~ (Cll 2)

ie
2c.'u.{ro')

{ l"u.{w'),
if ,
__

H+O

where

t~

. ) = [ 1 ...LJ
-n

-~e

Setting ua = ua (w) and w
expression

~

"'k'
D~ (x; f, w) is the two-dimensional Fourier transform
of the dynamical Green's function of the unbounded concontinuum, ct and cz the velocities of transverse and
longitudinal sound, respectively, and p the density.
Further calculations are materially simplified if
Bi'i' (x, x; f, w) (2.5) is written in the form
B'''' (x, x;

{w'

+ u,f', F.,(x) = n,e.(2x) + f'e,(2x),

E(x)= 4u,n,f'e~(x)e,(x),

f,'

/zz=·--;,

(2.5)

j

1 ~+ 1

Q'''' (x; / 2 , w2 - ie) d/2 ,

2
(J)
q,1'1' (x;Cll)=-,
w.

s' --

l
Jf1-qJV,-(q>)·

0

X Re[ (rp- '/,)exp(- i£}'1- qJ) --'I' exp(- i6)'r- rp) ]'drp,
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where

r-

V.(cp) = (q> - · 21

{exp

)

e~n ]'Pl'l (tp- 1) (cp- r) I,

11

= 0, t, 2;
(2.19)

and all the square roots are taken in the sense of their
arithmetic values, ihe prime indicates differentiation,
cp0 > 1 is the real root of the equation V0 (cp) = 0, which
is equivalent to U_(f, w 2 ) = 0.
The quantities (2 .17) appear from integration over the
interval w 2I Ct < f 2 < 00 (i.e., 1 < qJ < oo), where
lim Ini U_ -'(!, w'- ie) = n.{j(U_(f, w')).
.....+.

Inasmuch as the root w 2 = c~f of the equation U_(f, w 2 )
=0, which satisfies the inequality w 2 < ctf2 , and which
constitutes a simple pole of the half-space Green's functio~, corresponds to Ralle~gh waves£ 6 J (cs is the~~ veloctty, cs < ct. cp0
ctfcs > 1), the stated quantities
determine the statistical weight of the surface modes.
On the other hand, the quantities (2.15) and (2.18) were
obtained as a result of integration over the interval
0 < f < w 2/ct (i.e., 0 < cp < 1) and, consequently, determine the statistical weight of the volume modes.
Here we mean by the statistical weight of the specified
normal vibrations for an atom located at the point r,
we mean their contribution to the function (2.1).
Substituting the quantities (2.12), with account of
(2.17)-(2.19) and (2.15) in (2.10), we can represent the
function gik(x; w2 ) (2.2) in the form

=

g.. (x; w') = {j"g,(w') + p"(x; w') + q"(x; w'),

(2.20)

where
g,(w')=g,

t't'

(w')='f,[g,

g-• =

I'll'

(w')+g,

a'
--·(2
18n.'c,'

a'a'

(w')]='/,Q-'w,

+ r''•) '

(2.21)

while for pik(x; w 2) and qik(x; w 2), we obtain formulas
similar to (2.2), with only the difference that, by definition (see (2.8)),
q''"'(z; w') = 0.

(2 .22)

oik~(w 2),

The quantity
with accuracy to within the
factor MrM- 1 , (see (2.1)), is the distribution function
of the acoustic oscillations of the individual atoms, located in an unbounded elasto-isotropic solid, since 0 is
their Debye frequency.
Setting x = o, we gee)
g"(O; w')

= •;, (C-')"w,

(2.23)

where
(2.24)
is the tensor of the inverse cubes of the Debye frequencies of the surface atoms (summation over repeated indices has not been carried out). Here the dimensionless
quantities
(2.25)

2lWith the help of (2.15) or (2.11), it is not difficult to establish the
fact that
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are functions of a single parameter r (2.16) and are tabulated as such in £7 J.
In the general case (x* 0), one can introduce the dimensionless tensor spectral function

•

..p"'(s,r)=~g"(x; w'),

(2.26)

a, w

which is expressed in terms of its eigenvalues
Ct8

..P.c(s,r) =-,-g.L(z; w'),
ao w

c,8

..Pu(s, r) =

-,
-g (z; w')
ao
11

(2.27)

{J)

with the help of a formula similar to (2.2). The quantities (2.26) and (2.27) obviously depend only on the two
variables ~ and r (see (2.16), ~t = 2~, ~l = 2-./r ~),and
the latter figures in the elastic properties of the solid.
The obtained results graphically illustrate the fact
that the relaxation of the function of the local density of
phonon states, from the value gik(O; w~) (2.23), on the
surface of the sample to the quantity c51k~( w ) (2 .21)
which is smaller by approximately two orders of magnitude takes place as x - "" in a different way for the
surface and volume oscillations. The statistical weight
of the Rayleigh waves tends to zero exponentially, while
the statistical weight of the volume oscillations falls off
chiefly like 1/x and simultaneously oscillates. Moreover, it is seen from (2.18) that in the statistical weight
of the volume oscillations, the wave vector of which
satisfies the condition w 2 /ct < f 2 < w 2/Ct (i.e., r < cp
< 1), there is also a term which falls off exponentially
with increase in the distance to the surface, and the oscillations are superposed on this decay. Finally, we
turn our attention to the extremely simple form of the
function
. ') _ w
g''''( X,ffi
3
w.

(t + sin;,)
-.-

St

t

2wz

t _
~t=Ct

(2.28)

(see (2.10), (2.15), (2.16) and (2.22)) which, in the meaning which follows from the choice of the primed set of
coordinates, is a function of the space-frequency distribution of purely transverse oscillations. The functional dependence on the frequency and distance to the
surface, described by the expressions (2.28), as is seen
from the results obtained, is also typical for the distribution of the other volume oscillations, although the
character of the oscillations of the latter is much more
complicated.
According to the expression for the complex frequency..; w 2- iE = w- ie/2w, one can associate with E the
parameters T = w/e and l = cw/E, which have the meaning of the time and length, respectively, of the coherent
elastic wave in the classical theory, or the lifetime and
free path length of the phonon in quantum theory (c is
the characteristic value of the sound velocity, for example, c = Ct or cz). Equation (2.3), in which E- +0 for
fixed x, obviously corresponds to the case l >> x. On
the other hand, if l << x, then x would have to be made
initially tend to infinity, and then E to zero, which would
lead to a frequency distribution independent of the coordinates and corresponding to an unbounded crystal.

3. THE PLATE
In connection with what has been said above, it is of
interest to explain how the local density of phonon states
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is modified in the case in which the free path length of
the phonon exceeds the minimal linear dimension of the
specimen. With this purpose, it is convenient to consider an unbounded crystal plate of arbitrary thickness
d, for which the formulas (2.1)-(2.3) are preserved
(E tends to zero for fixed d, l >> d), and the dynamic
Green's function is directly determined by the same
method as for the half-space (see the Appendix). The
function gik(x; w2 ) now describes the gradual transformation of the local density of phonon states from the
value -1lw at low frequencies w .:S rr ctld, i.e., from
the values determined essentially by shear oscillations, [4 • 8 l to very complicated oscillations for w
> rr ct I d and turns out to be extraordinarily cumbersome. Therefore, we illustrate the most typical marks
of its behavior using as an example one component,
g3' 3 ' (x; w 2 ), which characterizes the spectral distribution of purely transverse oscillations.
By means of the expression (see the Appendix)

X

D' ''(x, x,; /, w) = - (2pc,' u,'h) -'{e,(x- Xo)

+ sh-'u/'d

[e,(x)chu,~(d-x,)+e,(d-x)chu~x,]},

x,x,E(O,d),

where the notation (2.6) is used, we write down the integrand in (2.3) for i' = 3' in the form
D''''(x,x; f, w)

=

-(2pc~ )-'F-'(u,)<D(u,),

<D(u,) ~ ch u,'h (d- 2x)
F(u,)

+ ch u,Y' d,

(3.1)

== u,~sh u,Y'd.

Then, with account of the symbol Im in (2.3), it follows
that a nonzero contribution is made to g3 ' 3 ' (x; w2 ) only
by integration over the E -vicinities of the points
where
n.

<= [ wd

I :rrc,],

(3.2)

and the square brackets denote the integer part. Inasmuch as F(utn) = 0, we have, in the vicinity of each such
point,
F (u,)

=

F' (Utn) (u,- Utn),

where, as is seen from (3.1),
F' (O) = d;

F' (u..)

= (-1)"d/2,

n;,;;. 1.

consequently,
limimF-' (
.-+o

·
ie )
u,+-,
Ct

1

=-:rrL,~(
) 6(u,-u,.).
w

n=O

Utn

Transforming in (2.3) from integration over f 2 to integration over Ut = f 2 - w 2let (from -w 2lct to oo ), we
thus obtain
g''''(x; w') =

~{1 + n. +sin(nn.x/d)cos(n(n. + 1)x/d) }.
4nc, d

sin(nx/d)

(3.3)

where the latter term is obtained as the result of summation of the geometric progression

~ 2nnx
~ ( 2ninx )
,t_;cos-d- = Re .i..;exp - d - .
n=1

•1.=1

Inasmuch as integration of the first term of the function <I>(ui) {3.1) over x from zero to d, yields zero, the

function of the spectral distribution of transverse oscillations, averaged over the thickness of the plate, has the
form
1 •

g'''' ( w')

== T

f g'''' (x; w') dx = 4n::'d' (1 + n.).

( 3. 4)

0

If we do not consider the region of very low frequencies w ..:': rrct/d and assume that nw >> 1 (w >> 'II'Ct/d),
then the last term in (3.3) is always small in comparison
with nw, with the exception of the regions x << d and
d- x << d and, consequently, neglecting the discrete
spectrum, we have
g''''(x; w') = g''''(w') =

g!''' (w')

(3.5)

(see (2.15)). At the same time, for x << d and d- x
<< d, Eq. (3.3) transforms into (2.28). The spectral
distribution of the remaining eigenoscillations behave in
the same fashion, so that the function of the local density of phonon states in the plate for w >> 'II'Ct/d does
not differ essentially from such a function for the halfspaces x > 0 and x < d.
4. CONCLUSION
1. The spectral function (2.1) found in the present
work makes it possible to compute the temperature dependent parts of the tensors of the mean square fluctuations of position ( u} u~) and momenta ( p} ~) of the
particles of a solid as functions of r in the presence of
plane free boundaries, at low temperatures and according to the usual formulas (see, for example, [ 4 • 5 l).
These fluctuations are important, in particular, in the
study of processes of the incoherent interaction of particles, quasiparticles, or radiation with phonons. For
the description of coherent processes, it is necessary
to know the cor relators of the form ( u} u~) for r * r0 ,
which can be found directly with the aid of the corresponding Green's functions given in the Appendix.
2. The essential difference of the function of the local density of phonon states from the mean values at
very large distances from the surface should evidently
affect kinetic characteristics of the bounded system, in
particular, the time of phonon relaxation of the current
carriers in thin plates and in the surface layer of a
bulk sample under the conditions of the skin effect and
also the absorption (scattering) cross section of the
flux of external radiation or of particles with the participation of phonons. At liquid helium temperature,
the parameter ~ (2.19), which corresponds to the
"thermal" frequency of the phonons WT = kTin, can be
seen to be equal to unity even for x ~ o, where o is the
thickness of the skin layer or the penetration depth into
the sample of the external flux. Nevertheless, the length
of the oscillating "tail" of the spectral distribution can
be comparable with o.
Inasmuch as the density of states of the acoustic phonons in the surface layer is greater than in the bulk, it
must be expected, in general, that there will be an increase in the surface phonon electroresistance in comparison with the bulk value. Along with this, the bulk
conductivity evidently ought to change in some definite
fashion. In principle, because of the formation of electronic wave functions that satisfy the proper boundary
conditions, one could have expected strong interference
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here of the phonon-' 'defect" scattering of the type considered by Kagan and Zhernovl 9 l for the case of impurity atoms. However, a highly polished plane boundary,
which is an "elementary" extended defect for long-wave
phonons, is not such for electrons. Because of the diffuse reflection from the boundary, the latter should generally be described by density matrices, so that the interference effects in the bulk are of low probability.
3. The local density of states of the acoustic phonons
in the vicinity of the plane boundary differs from that
for electrons c 10 l by the incommensurably large spatial
periods of the oscillations, equal to rrc 01 /w (01 = t, l) instead of rr /kF (kF is the Fermi momentum) and, as a
rule, is greater than the penetration depth. Moreover,
for given fixed frequency, the first is maximal on the
surface itself (x = 0), while the second vanishes.
4. In conclusion, we note again that the free plane
boundary of a solid can be regarded as a special case
of a two-dimensional defect in an unbounded crystal.
This makes it possible to assume that other extensive
defects, such as single dislocations, dislocation walls,
stacking faults, and so on, ought, at very large distances, to change materially the local density of phonons in comparison with those which correspond to the
ideal unbounded crystal.
The author is greatly indebted to I. M. Lifshitz for
useful discussion.
APPENDIX

The two-dimensional Fourier transform of the dynamical Green's function of an elasto-isotropic plate of
thickness d (0 < x < d) in the primed set of coordinates (x' = x) satisfies the Dyson equation
s(x)D'''•'(x, x,)

=

s(x,)D;''•' (x- x,)- T''''(x)D'''•'(O, x,)

+ T''''(x- d)D'''•'(d, x 0),

x, Xo

(A.l)

E ( - oo, oo),

where
s(x)

=

112[signx-sign(x-d)]

(A.2)

is a function of the shape of this plate, while the nonlinear components of the matrices
D,''' (x)==D;·•· (x;f,w),

T''''(x)==T''''(x;f,w)

(A.3)

have the form
D;''' (x) = u;'hP,-'e,,<"<(x),

D~''' (x) = u:''P,-'e~;) (x),

D:'" (x) = D,'''' (x) = ifu,s,P,-' [e,(x)- e,(x) J,

D~'' (x) = -(2pc,'u;1')-'e,(x);
T'''(x) = s,c,'w-'e,~') (x),

(A.4)

T''''(x) = sxct'w-'e~~\x),

T'' 2'(x) = ifc,'(wu~)-'1,/ (x),
T''''(x)

=-

ifc,'(u·u~ )-'ei~'l(x), T''''(x) = - 'f,sxe,(x). (A.5)

We have used here the notation of (2.6) and (2.9), as
well as
e~'~ (x) = u,e.(x)- u,e,(x), Sx

== signx,

=

D"''(d, x,) = - u,Y' L-' [S,\'> (d) c~:> (x,)- u.f'C~'>(d) s,;•> (x,) ],
D ,,,, ( d)

Xo) =

-

Ut

'IL-'
(S(t) d) C(t)
2 -'
_ 11
(
H

(

)

Xo -

U*

/ 2 C(z)
t1

(d) S(z)
It

(

Xo

) )

,

(A.8)
(t)

(2)

(2)

(t)

D" 2'(d,x,)=ifL-'[S" (d)S, (x,)-u,n,C, (d)C, (x,)],
(!)

(2)

(t)

(2)

D''''(d,x,)=-ifL-'[S, (d)S 11 (x,)-n,u,C" (d)C, (x,)],
D'''' (d, Xo) = - [pc,'n,'I•S,(d) J-'C,(x 0 ),
Xo E (0, d),

where

D''''(d, x,) =D''''(d, x,;

(!)

f,

w);

(A.9)

S~~ (x) = u,S.(x) -n,S,(x),

s.<:>(x) = u,'S.(x)-n,j'S,(x),
c., (x)=u,C.(x)-f'C,(x),

c., (x)=C.(x)-C (x),
(2)

0

(A.lO)

C.(x) = ch(u:' x),

S.(x)

=

{a. ~}.={t, l},

sh(u.'1'jxj ),

and the quantity L, which determines the character of
the poles of the components {i', k'} ={ 1', 2'} of the
Green's function, is written as
L = Bpc,'W"W,C,' ( : ) C,' (

~

),

(A.ll)
W., =

u,'th('/,u~ d)- u,f'th('/,~0 d),

a =I=

~.

Finally, substituting (A.4)-(A.ll) in (A.l) and assuming
x, x 0 E (0, d), we obtain the Green's function for the
plate for an arbitrary pair of spatial arguments. Special attention must be paid to the condition Re u 1&2 > 0
(2.6), which chooses one each from among the two
branches of the functions u~{ (01 = t, l) and excludes
the possibility of replacement of u 0 (2.6) by the quantity (utuz )11 ".
The transformations which lead from the general
formulas of c3 J to (A.7)-(A.ll) are not very complicated in principle, although they are cumbersome. For
the reader who desires to repeat them, we note that the
pairs of arguments (x1, xz) of the matrices Ai 'k' (x1, x 2)
and ei'k' (x1, Xz) from l 3 l, Which determine the solution
of the problem, satisfy respectively the conditions sign
(x1- x,) = sign x1 and sign x, = sign x1. The general
formulas cu J for the matrices are greatly simplified
from the very beginning with account of thesel 4 J and
further calculations are reduced to multiplication of
double-row matrices, similar in shape to (A.4) and
(A.5).
For satisfaction of the conditions
(d-X)Reu;1'~1,

XReu;'~1,

X=x,x,;

a=t,l (A.l2)

the expressions (A.l) and (A.7) (with account of (A.8)(A.ll)) with accuracy to exponentially small quantities
like e 01 (d- x), e 01 (d- Xo) and e 01 (d), take the form
tt(x)D"'•'(x, x,) = tt(x,)D;"" (x- x,)- T''''(x)D'''•'(O, x,),

2pwu 0 , (A.6)

After two alternate substitutions x = x_, x+, where
x_ and x+ are arbitrary points from the intervals
(-oo, 0) and (d, oo), respectively, the expression (A.l)
transforms into a set of six inhomogeneous linear alge-
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braic equations in Di'ib(o, Xu) and Di'ib(d, Xu) (i~ and Xo
are arbitrary but fixed). By calculating these quantities
from the formulas of c3 l, we find that their nonzero components have the form
D''''(O, x,; f, w) =D''''(d, d-x,; -f, w);
(A.7)

X,Xo

P,

PLATE

D'''' (0, x,) = -

(A.l3)

E(- oo, oo);

u,'loP-'e,~') (x,),
<•>

D'''' (0, x,) = - u,'I·P-'e~;> (x,),
<2>

D'''' (0, ~o) = - ifP-'e, (x,),
D 2' ' ' (0, x,) = ifP-'e" (xo),
D"'''(O,x,) = -(pc,'u,'lo)-'e,(x,),
x, > 0,

(A.l4)
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where
D''''(x, x,)

== D''''(x, x,;

/, w),

l't(x) =

1/ 2

(1 +s,), P = 2pc,'U_,

(A.l5)
and the notation of (2.6), (2.9) and (A.6) is used. For
x > 0 and Xo > 0, these expressions obviously determine the Green's function of the isotropic elastic halfspace. They can be obtained also by direct calculation
from the general formulas, which refer to an arbitrary
anisotropic half- space. l 11 J
The only zeroes of the expression for L(f, w) (A.ll)
are the roots of the equations Wz t = 0 and Wt z = 0. For
lu 112 ! d << 1, they are easily solved relative to w by
successive approximations if each of the hyperbolic tangents in (A.ll) are expanded in power series, so that
uif,wd {
d' [
rw' ]
Wu=--,- w - - c,'f'-(3-4r)wf'--,
8c,
12
c,

+

1~~[2c,'j'-(11-8r-4r')wf'+2(2-r-2r')/:~2 +r;~'] + .. .J.
•;,

W"

=

u, wd { w- co'f' + Tz
d' [
. w' ]
&;'
2co'f'- (5- 4r') wf' +-;;[
+... } ,

where c~ 4(1- r)ct. As a result, one can obtain the
dispersion law of shear and longitudinal vibrations of
the plate in the form of a series in fd. r 4 J In the opposite limiting case, when Re ud' 2 >> 1, each of the hyperbolic tangents in (A.ll) is replaced by unity, so that both

the given terms are identical with the dispersion equation U_(f, w) = 0 for surface Rayleigh waves.
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